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Cases of spontaneous remission at acute leukemia with the duration from 

several weeks to several years, right up to the "self-recovery", involving 10-15 years of 
practical health allows to think about reversibility of the process. Testing the increasing 
number of chemical substances, bringing to leukemia cell death, requires additional 
application of certain biological factors, necessary for recovery of the disturbed 
processes of hematosis. Medical workers are facing the problem of investigation of host 
defenses  conditioning the phenomenon of remission with elimination of the disease 
relapses and, thus, leading to recovery of the organism on the whole. 

There appear new messages, true isolated yet, about long remissions at acute 
leukemia (5-10-15 years), coming either under the effect of long combined treatment, or 
after pyoinflammatory processes leading to "recovery". The cases described by Gloz 
[1], N.A. Charnotskaya [2], G. Bernard [3], A.G. Pinus [4], I.A. Kassirskij [5], testify for 
the real possibility of self-recovery, more rare than the action of therapeutic measures. 
Not without reason I.A. Kassirskij calls upon occupation of more optimistic position in 
overcoming the problem of leukemia treatment. 

Cytostatic, antimetabolite drugs are not safe for healthy cells of the organism. 
The clear evidence are the following complications of tunica mucosa of mouth, 
gastrointestinal tract, liver, bone marrow aplasia during the treatment. Substances 
suppressing development of the leukemia cell, in a definite doze may themselves 
become leukogenic. During non-malignant forms of chronic lymphatic leukemia, the life 
spam is the more long, the later is begun application of cytostatic drugs. On the other 
side, there is an individual reaction at antimetabolite treatment – with one and the same 
dosage some patients pass on to remission, with the other the process becomes acute. 

According to the figurative colloquialism of I.A. Kassirskij, treatment of leukemia 
under the principle "weeding of cell weeds" should be carried out very carefully, not to 
touch valid cells and not to cause exacerbation of the process. 

In the practice of our Institute quite often purulent appendicitis, more often than 
suppuration in the place of injection led to temporary normalization of the peripheral 
blood composition, at that not only during lymphatic form of the acute leukemia. 

According to the data of Ts.S. Makalatia with the co-authors, long restorative 
treatment during chronic lymphatic leukemia gives doubtless best results, than early 
application of cytostatic drugs. 

All these speak about necessity of increasing in patients host defenses, studying 
immunobiological peculiarities of organism of the patients with leukemia disease, apart 
from hormone, cytostatic and antimetabolite drugs, hoping to receive longer remissions, 
recovery in most cases is possible, than we have at present. 

K.D. Eristavi and V.S. Maghlakelidze [6] showed that repeatedly inoculated after 
preservation in the Camelyn solution (V.S. Maghlakelidze), the experimental tumors in 
the beginning preserve the usual rate of growth, but after, as a rule, are subjected to 
involution and resorpt fully. After resorption tumor tissue processed with the preparation, 



repeated inoculation of the same strain tumor leads mostly to the regression of 
neoplasm. All these defined our search for combined treatment of leukemia 
complemented with autoimmune therapy. 

On the first stage, at the suggestion of V.S. Maghlakelidze, we tested 
introduction to the organism of a patient of the own blood taken from vein in the quantity 
of 20 ml and preserved on 3% citrate with adding of Camelyn. Preservation continued 
during 48 hours, afterwards activated with Camelyn blood was introduced in the 
muscles of gluteal region of the same patient in the quantity of 5 ml. Injections in the 
quantity of 3-4 per course were carried out after 1-2 days. The treatment course was 
repeated after 20-25 days. In separate cases from one to nine courses of treatment 
were performed. 

Introduction in the muscles enabled the substrate of preserved in Camelyn blood 
appear directly in the lymphatic system – the seat of immune reactions. Autoimmune 
therapy was considered by us as a method of "weak irritation". Observations were 
carried out in conditions of hospital, as well as in out-patient's clinic, during from 1 to 3 
years with some patients, other patients were monitoring during 5 years. 

In this message are shown the results of monitoring of 30 patients, amongst: with 
acute leukemia – 11, with chronic myelosis – 8, with chronic lymphatic leukemia – nine, 
with myelomatosis – one, with myelofibrosis – one. 

At acute leukemia, autoimmune therapy was administered to patients, for which 
the ordinary complex therapy (alternation of antimetabolite drugs, hormones, 
hemotherapy, vitaminization) did not lead to remission. Autoimmune therapy with blood 
or marrowy emulsion, taken from patients at the height of disease, in combination with 
an ordinary combined treatment only in two cases gave the remission, in one case 
clinical improvement was obtained. 

Adding of autoimmune therapy, introduction in one case of the own marrowy 
emulsion, preserved as blood, in nine – of peripheral blood and in one – of plasma, 
taken from the patient in remission condition, gave in three cases the remission of 
different duration, in one the clinical improvement. We may suppose, that autoimmune 
therapy together with the complex treatment will give better results, than the ordinary 
combined therapy. 

To eight patients with chronic myeloleukemia (three men and five women in the 
age 23-46 years) autoimmune therapy was administered in conditions of hospital and 
out-patients' clinic. In the presence of the blast crisis in conditions of hospital 
improvement was not observed (three cases), and in conditions of the out-patients' 
clinic, and in the cases of the out-patients' clinic (five cases) it was possible to prolong 
compensation condition during 3-5 years, when the ordinary supportive therapy of the 
51 patients during the same years, gave long remission in 21,5% of cases. 

It is typical that after from two to eight courses of autoimmune therapy the 
enlarged spleen disappeared and general condition improved significantly. Patient D., 
61 years old, in conditions of hospital one course on the background anitmetabolite 
treatment gave improvement. 

In the group of patients with lymphatic leukemia disease (six men and three 
women in the age 53-57 years) were obtained the best results, again not in the stage 
close to terminal condition in conditions of hospital, but in conditions of out-patients' 
clinic, where five patients during 3 years preserved compensated condition in 
combination with supportive therapy applying cytostatci drugs, as well as without it, 
enabling to postpone the terms of application of the latter. 

In conditions of hospital at application from one to six courses three patients 
died, one showed no improvement. Among the others out-patient's clinic patients – 
three preserved good condition, two preserved a satisfactory condition during a long 
time. Number of courses of autoimmune therapy were from two to nine. 



In spite 368 injections introduced to patients there were no suppuration, 
apparently, Camelyn is not only an activator of protective attributes of cells, but a strong 
antiseptic, antianaphylactic agent. 

As to one case of myelomatosis and one case of lymphomyelosis, while big 
number of cases are not collected, we cannot make any conclusions. 

Autoimmune therapy in conditions of hospital is expedient to carry out together 
with applied at present combined treatment with cytostatic, antimetabolite drugs, as well 
as steroid preparations. In out-patients' clinic conditions the given method should be 
applied as a supportive therapy. 
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Patients with leucosis disease have been subjected to combined treatment, with 

an adjuvant autoimmunization therapy. The autoimmunohemotherapy was administered 
to 30 patients with leucosis disease of various forms. The patients' blood preserved in 
the Camelyn preparation served as the material. 

The positive biological properties of the preparation Camelyn were observed 
when it was applied with a view to preserving the patient's blood for immunization. 
Presumably, Camelyn is not only an activator of the protective attribute of the cell, but is 
a strong antiseptic agent as well. 
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